
meaws.comÏîñëàíèé  inypuzo - 25.11.2022 23:49_____________________________________I can't believe what free online content is like.Buzzfeed staffMailLink I bet you didn't realize there are a lot of great free gay movies on the old youtube these days. I've been watching them for years!And no, i don't mean porn.From five-minute art-house movies to twenty-30-minute independent features, there's a ton available cute gay content if you like watching boys fall in love out.These are also ~incredible tapes, of course!So forget "call me your prestige and dive into these hidden treasures, henny...Just a word: none of these action movies can be considered overtly sexual, but many of them do cause a lot of emotions, which is why not in any you can work from the list on the proposed tab without browsing youtube.1. QueryStraight best friends and roommates jay and alex discuss sexuality all day before deciding to try something new.Director: sophie kargmanStarring: justice smith, graham patrick martin2. It's still your bedWhen david comes home from college, he finds an employee named brent in this bedroom. Brent is a strong and silent species and david must be intrigued by his new roommate.Director: tyler reevesStarring: cooper stone, damian joseph quinn, lauren elise buckley3. Thirteen minutes or soTwo "natural" guys meet on a whim. After these formalities, they seek to resolve all sorts of feelings about the meeting.Starring: carlos salas, nick sauper4. Triple standardA basketball team has been shaken by a disagreement between several players, one of them seriously anti-gay. However behind the scenes big gay hunks his family history paints a very different picture.Director: branden blinnStarring: william jennings , lee amir-cohen, ronnie prouty5. The morning after A man spends the evening with another guy, and in what circumstances he wakes up, he immediately regrets the decision. All the while, he finds out exactly what he thinks about this experience.Director: bruno collinsStarring: joshua berg, luke striffler, juliet lundholm6. LubtaThe action can be at the dawn of the nineties in northern ireland. A teenager who is physically and mentally abused on a daily basis finds solace in caring for his younger brother and spending time with his own best friend.Director: ethan mcdowellStarring: oliver scallion, josh hegarty, conor gormally7. CappuccinoShy teenager tries to defend confidential homosexuality while suuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu falls in love with the bad boy in this school.Director: tamer rugliStarring: benjamin decoster, manuela biedermann, anton churliya8. Your auraAn unlucky actor meets another actor in the yard. Through him, he understands how beautiful his life happens, in that situation, if he finally accepts himself.Director: nicolas jourStarring: charles -curtis sanders, landon tavernier, donnie luther9. Eu não quero voltar sozinho (i don't want to go back alone)A blind teenager seeking to defend his independence begins to alienate his mother and devoted friend. He even considers dropping out of school, but changes his expert position when a new student shows interest as well. (For example, this "what he looks like" short is also fantastic.)Director: daniel ribeiroStarring: guilherme lobo , tess amorim, fabio audi 10. DareThis is a classic once and for all! A popular boy has a nerdy classmate who helps him with information, but if they start to goof off while swimming, the tension starts to rise.Director: adam salkiStarring: michael cassidy, adam fleming, marla burkholder11. Have we ever been the tide?Two guys living in a different part of the isle of wight spend their last day together, before one of them leaves forever. Director: jason bradburyStarring: alexander scott, tristan bernays, mandy aldridge12. Lloyd sheaThere are no real kisses in this desire, but there is a simmering romance, about which, i think, it must be said!Two high school students on the verge of a life change keep silent about the fact that the models like each other, much to the chagrin of the younger sister of one of them.Director: benedict campbell  Starring: aaron michael davis, brian dare, karina goldbach13. WardrobesIn this poignant short journey through time, a gay teen is helped along by a former gay teen who lived in a boring bedroom and went through similar hardships. Note: i'm also 100% ok with the waterloo road reunion happening in this situation movie!!Director: lloyd eyre-morganB starring: sillach spellman, tommy knight, julie hesmondhalhNote: this issue of problems and answers is the only full-length version of the movie i could find!14 . CourierA teenager delivers dumplings to luxury apartments across hong kong. He likes a handsome british immigrant, and he sweats trying to make him notice him because he desperately wants this.Director: hugo kenzo starring: cheuk piu "champy" lo, phillip smith, thisby cheng15. ThirstTwo men traveling through the desert are violently head-butted when one of them deliberately loses his water and road.Director: guy sahafStarring: dor ronen, ziv shalit16. ImmersedFrustrated by the game of dating, the guy decides to go to a real meeting with a beauty for one night, she had such a bike more than one month ago, but this experience raises illnesses that only looms for him the horizon to collide. Director: nathan neeStarring: harrison grant, matthew bunker17. EdenThis short but sweet film tells the story of a guy trying to find harmony between his faith and his feelings for a competitive man.Director: jenrzej gorskiStarring: daniel namiotko, daniel skshipczak18. PriaDespite the fact that his traditional parents have already planned his existence, the muslim teenager must not stop being attracted to his worldly teacher of another language. director: yudho aditya Starring: chicco kurniawan, karlina inawati, jacob mccarthy19. SignThe two guys catch a mutual understanding of the local metro station. When someone gathers the courage to talk to another, he suddenly notices that such love is deaf.Director: andrew keenan-bolgerCast: john p. , Mcginty, preston sadler20. MarcoA wealthy banker invites a girl to his house, and throughout the result he has to work with his own past, as well as with the reality of a humanitarian crisis that hit near the property. Director: salim haddadStarring: zed joseph, marwan kaabur21. A studentA student hides his loving boyfriend from a conservative father, but in order to master the next level, he is hired to realize his own secret. Director: mariana tome Starring: todd lien, zach cramblit, nathan chen22. FagHumble teen exposed as soon as he admitted to making out with another guy at a corporate party and he loved it. And you know who else liked it? The guy he kissed! However, the holder does not plan to be recognized in a hurry in 2019.Director: olivier lallardStarring: paul gomerier, jacques lepesker, yannis perrier-gustin 23. Zero oneNew yorker returns home from korea on an existential crisis just for everyone, the best way to find that such a beloved city in the future does not seem so cozy.Director by: nick neonStarring: nick neon, taylor bloom, j.J. MattiseView this visual on youtubeDid we miss any great gay shorts from the youtube realm? Let us know in the reviews!============================================================================
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